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Proton  
Q=+e
Mp=938.27 MeV
S=½

p=2.79 N    ( p=1.79)

Neutron 
Q=0
Mn=939.57 MeV
S=½

n=-1.91 N ( n=-1.91)

Nucleon Identity card (PDG):

A brief story of the nucleon

Proton and neutron are the basic building blocks of the visible matter of the universe

ProbingProbing the the nucleonnucleon structurestructure



Identified in 1919 (proton) and 1932 (neutron)

Until 1933: they were thougth as 
a point-like particle, like electron
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A brief story of the nucleon



ProbingProbing the the nucleonnucleon structurestructure

1933-1960: extented object

1933: Stern (NP 1943) measured
the anomalousanomalous magneticmagnetic moment moment 
1rst evidence the proton is not point -like

1955: Stanford : e- beam of 1 GeV  elastic scattering
Hofstadter (NP 1961) measured the charge radius of the proton  charge radius of the proton  0.8fm0.8fm

A brief story of the nucleon



ProbingProbing the the nucleonnucleon structurestructure

1960-1980: nucleon composed of quarks and gluons

1964: Gell-Mann and Zweig (NP 1969) postulated that
there are 3 quarks in the proton: u u du u d
-> hadron  hadron  spectroscopyspectroscopy and classification

1969: Stanford: e- beam of  20 GeV  deep inelastic scattering

Friedman, Kendall, Taylor (NP 1990) found quarks in the proton

Feynman, Bjorken Gross, Politzer, Wilczek (NP 2004)
Quantum ChromoDynamics (QCD) 

Asymptotic Freedom
Confinement

A brief story of the nucleon



ProbingProbing the the nucleonnucleon structurestructure

WeWe know a lot and know a lot and wewe know know littlelittle

StillStill fundamentalfundamental questions ?questions ?

Proton is made of 2 up quarks (e=2/3) +  1 down quark (e=-1/3)
+ any number of quark-antiquarks
+ any number of gluons 

Origin of mass? 
Mp 2000 Me-

~10% from Higgs interaction
~90% comes from the motion of quarks and gluons

Proton spin crisis 1987: the valence quarks contribute very little to the proton spin 

In 1980:



QCD: QCD: stillstill unsolvedunsolved in nonin non--perturbativeperturbative regionregion

Gross, Politzer, Wilczek (NP 2004)
Asymptotic freedom

Non Non perturbativeperturbative regimeregime of QCDof QCD
One of the top 10 challenges for One of the top 10 challenges for physicsphysics
NucleonNucleon structure structure providesprovides muchmuch insight about how QCDinsight about how QCD

worksworks in the confinement in the confinement regimeregime



UnderstandingUnderstanding the the nucleonnucleon structurestructure

SolvingSolving QCDQCD

 Numerically simulation, lattice calculations continue to make advances in 
techniques and computing power

 Effective field theories (chiral physics, large Nc, …)

 (Phenomenological models, fits of structure functions…)

ExperimentalExperimental probes probes 

 Require clean reaction mechanisms with photons, electrons

 through low and high-energy scattering off the nucleon
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WhatWhat has been has been donedone duringduring the last 30 the last 30 yearsyears?  ?  
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ProbingProbing: Lepton: Lepton--nucleonnucleon scatteringscattering

Q2= -q2 = 4 E E’ sin2 /2  > 0

xB = Q2/(2p.q) = Q2/(2Mp(E-E’))

ElasticElastic ScatteringScattering:   :   X=proton

s = (p+q)2=Mp
2- Q2 + 2p.q =Mp

2      =>    xB =1  

at fixed beam energy E,   only one variable Q2 (E’ and are not independent )

-- FormForm FactorsFactors (Q(Q22)     =>    Consolidation and )     =>    Consolidation and Exploration Exploration atat higherhigher QQ22

-- NucleonNucleon radius (radius (fromfrom QQ22
0)    =>  0)    =>  High High PrecisionPrecision, but , but alsoalso needneed of Consolidationof Consolidation

in lab.
for fixed target

*

X=proton

EE

E’E’

leptonlepton

proton

q= k – k’

p

HypothesesHypotheses::
One photon exchanged
Me- <<



ProbingProbing: Lepton: Lepton--nucleonnucleon scatteringscattering
HypothesesHypotheses::

One photon exchanged
Me- <<

Q2= -q2 = 4 E E’ sin2 /2  > 0

xB = Q2/(2p.q) = Q2/(2Mp(E-E’))

DeepDeep InelasticInelastic ScatteringScattering (DIS):  (DIS):  the proton is broken in many debris X

s = (p+q)2=Mp
2- Q2 + 2p.q  >  Mp

2      =>    0 < xB < 1  

at fixed beam energy E,  2 variables (E’ , ) or (Q2 , xB)

We learnt that :     DIS(ep e X)    =      
q elastic(eq eq)

in lab.
for fixed target

*

X = ?

EE

E’E’

leptonlepton

proton

incoherent

p

q= k – k’



 Point-like, non-interacting partons
 Collinear to the nucleon movement in 

photon-nucleon collision (longitudinal direction)
 Each parton carries a fraction x of the nucleon

momentum and for the struck parton: x= xB

 Scaling: observables function of xB (at first order)

ProbingProbing: Lepton: Lepton--nucleonnucleon scatteringscattering

incoherent
*

(Q2, xB)

DeepDeep InelasticInelastic ScatteringScattering (DIS):(DIS):

DIS(ep e X)    =      
q elastic(eq eq)

Quark parton model (QPM)Quark parton model (QPM)

Parton Distribution Parton Distribution FunctionsFunctions (PDF (x))(PDF (x))
unpolarizedunpolarized =>   High =>   High precisionprecision
polarizedpolarized =>   =>   NucleonNucleon Spin Spin CrisisCrisis Consolidation Consolidation 

More on transverse informationMore on transverse information
momentummomentum:   Transverse  :   Transverse  MomentumMomentum DependentDependent PDFPDF
position:   position:   GeneralizedGeneralized Parton Distributions (GPD) Parton Distributions (GPD) => Exploration in 3D=> Exploration in 3D

longitudinal size contracted
time dilatation
timehadronization >> time *q interaction



Elastic:        x=ħc/|q |    exploration of distance of 1fm with 200 MeV

Deep Inelastic:    q and varie independently

t=ħc/ instantaneous picture to observe free proton

Lepton Lepton nucleonnucleon or nucleus or nucleus scatteringscattering

=E-E’

=E-E’



 12 GeV

The main The main facilitiesfacilities in the world (1980in the world (1980--2015)2015)

+ MAMI  (Mainz Microtron) 1.5 GeV e-+KEK 6 GeV e (Belle)



 12 GeV

The main The main facilitiesfacilities in the world (1980in the world (1980--2015)2015)

+ MAMI  (Mainz Microtron) 1.5 GeV e-

27 GeV e

+KEK 6 GeV e (Belle)



B

KinematicKinematic domaindomain (Q(Q22, , xxBB) for DIS) for DIS

fixed target

collider

s > (2GeV)2



ElasticElastic ScatteringScattering

-- FormForm FactorsFactors (Q(Q22)     =>    Consolidation and )     =>    Consolidation and Exploration Exploration atat higherhigher QQ22

-- nucleonnucleon radius (radius (fromfrom QQ22
0)    =>  0)    =>  VeryVery High High PrecisionPrecision and Consolidationand Consolidation



ElasticElastic ScatteringScattering
Spin-less point-like electron in a the static Coulomb field given by a charge Z of infinite mass

Rutherford

Relativistic calculation for a spin ½ electron in the EM field given by a charge +e and finite mass

The FormForm Factor Factor measures
the deviations from a structure less particle

•Point particle : 

•Spherical distribution: 

Taylor expans.

QuadraticQuadratic meanmean charge radius of the charge radius of the nucleonnucleon

recoil



Minima due to the discontinuity of (r)
Real nucleus without discontinuity
=> Diffractive minimum partly filled

FormForm FactorsFactors for for spheresphere or nucleusor nucleus

q (MeV/c) Scattering angle in degrees



ScatteringScattering on a spin ½ on a spin ½ particleparticle: : epep epep

With Gordon identity

General expression for the hadronic current according symmetries of the interaction

Dirac    and     Pauli    Dirac    and     Pauli    FormForm FactorsFactors



ScatteringScattering on a spin ½ on a spin ½ particleparticle: : epep epep

characterize the 
magnetic interaction 

with a particle of spin 1/2

Electric and Electric and MagneticMagnetic Sachs Sachs FormForm FactorsFactors ( Fourier  Transform (TF)

of  the charge and magnetization distribution in the breit frame or brick-wall frame)



MeasurementMeasurement of of FormForm FactorsFactors (Q(Q22) ) 

We plot R

slope= GE

Fixed Q2
 use of different beam energies to get different

Rosenbluth separation:

 Different scattering angles 
 large systematic effects on the slope = GE

 At large Q2 intercept= GM

Method to determine



MeasurementMeasurement of proton of proton FormForm FactorsFactors (Q(Q22) ) 
by Rosenbluth separation

Dipolar approximation with GD :  
Contribution of an effective double pole in the time-like region
FT -> exponential distribution (r) =exp(-0.84 r) non physical

QQ2 2 (GeV(GeV22))

deviationdeviation fromfrom the the 
dipolardipolar approximationapproximation

1 



MeasurementMeasurement of proton of proton FormForm FactorsFactors (Q(Q22) ) 
by Rosenbluth separation

QQ2 2 (GeV(GeV22))

2005 JLab

1994 An SLAC

1994 Wa SLAC1966 Ja Mark II

1970 Li SLAC

1971 Pr Cambridge
1975 Bo Mainz

1971 Be Bonn

1974 Mu Saskatchewan

1973 Ba DESY

1993 Si SLAC

1994 Wa SLAC 1994 An SLAC

1966 Ja Mark II

1970 Li SLAC
1971 Pr Cambridge

1971 Be Bonn

1973 Ba DESY1975 Bo Mainz

1990 Bo SLAC

deviationdeviation fromfrom the the 
dipolardipolar approximationapproximation



MeasurementMeasurement of of FormForm FactorsFactors (Q(Q22) ) 
New Double Polarization technique:

x
y

z‘
‘

Detectors in the focal plane

C12

polarimeter

polarized e- beam + unpolarized target

 recoil proton analyzed in 
a magnetic spectrometer
and a polarimeter

Beam polarization Analyzing power

trackers of the 
charged particule
analyzed in the spectrometer

Beam spin asymmetry

BSA=               = a sin ’ + b cos ’N+-N-

N++N-

Spin precession

B
SA

a      Px               GE

b      Pz sin GM

=                = 

No systematic effects due to 
Beam polar and analyzing power
as they cancel out in the ratio

Proposed in 1967 Akhiezer Rekalo
but only experimentally possible 
since high duty cycle facilities advent





by Rosenbluth separation

2000 Jo Jlab

2002 Ga Jlab

by double polarization technique

SURPRISE !!!

MeasurementMeasurement of proton of proton FormForm FactorsFactors (Q(Q22) ) 

1998 Ga Jlab

SLAC, JLab



1994
2004
2005

2010
2002
2000

DifferenceDifference persistspersists betweenbetween twotwo techniquestechniques

Jlab Rosenbluth separation data
confirm earlier data and global analysis

No evidence for experimental errors
for either of the experimental techniques

Two photon exchange (TPE) amplitudes
can explain a significant part of the 
discrepancy

Intensive theoretical and experimental
effort on adressing the TPD effect



Jlab data Meziane 2011

2 photon exchange 2 photon exchange proposedproposed as an as an explanationexplanation

Prediction wih two photon exchange
Guichon, Vanderhaeghen 2003

Rosenbluth separation

Polarization technique



WhatWhat wewe learntlearnt fromfrom the Qthe Q2 2 Evolution?Evolution?

Many models: rQCM, VDM, pQCD

crossing 0 at Q2=?
saturation of charge density



pQCD scaling :  Q2F2/F1 should be constant

Belitsky, Ji, Yuan (2003) 

related to quark OAM

•Far from the scaling regime
even at Q2  =10 GeV2

•No early scaling as in DIS

WhatWhat wewe learntlearnt fromfrom the Qthe Q2 2 Evolution?Evolution?



LatticeLattice QCD QCD calculationscalculations

European Twisted Mass
Collaboration
2008



Neutron Neutron FormForm Factor as a Factor as a functionfunction of Qof Q22

No stable free neutron target

Neutron form factors measured using quasi-elastic electron scattering
from deuteron target (p+n) or polarized 3He target

2005-6 MAMI –MIT

2001 Jlab4

2003 MAMI -Jlab

2008 Blast MIT



MeaningMeaning of of GGee
pp and and GGEE

nn

The proton and neutron charge distributions obtained from Fourier Transform of GGee
PP and and GGEE

nn

2008 Blast MIT

neutron=proton+ cloud



WhatWhat isis the real size of the proton ?the real size of the proton ?

The Muonic hydrogen Lamb shift
gives the most precise measurement
of the proton charge radius with an
unprecedented precision of 0.1%

This value is much smaller
(5 standard deviations) than
the other measurements using
e-p scattering and standard Lamb shift.  

UNEXPECTED !
Publication: 8 July 2010
and quickly spread on all the media

Then:
16 theoretical papers in 2 months
several planned experimentsNature 466,213-216

8 July 2010



Focus on measurements at large Q2

but what is the situation at low and very low Q2 ?

 2010 (PRL105  MAMI Bernauer et al.) : 
The lowest Q2 is 4 10-3 GeV2 , super Rosenbluth separation

 2011 (Jlab Zhan et al.) :
Q2 [0.3 : 0.7]GeV2 ,  Polarization technique 

 Planned experiment Q2 [2 10-4  : 2 10-2 ]GeV2 in the future at JLab

Proton Proton FormForm Factor Factor 



rE
p before 2010

rE
p in the 2 last years
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CODATA 
recommended values 

of the Fundamental Constants

ResultsResults for the proton charge radiusfor the proton charge radius

e-p scattering
standard      muonic
Hydrogen Lamb shift

}
rE

p=0.84184 0.00067

rE
p=0.879 0.008

rE
p=0.875 0.010

rE
p=0.8768 0.0069
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Lamb shiftLamb shift (1947) subtle difference between the binding energies of the
2S½ and 2P ½ (pure radiative QED effects such as ‘self energy’ and 
‘vacuum polarization’)

There is also extra corrections for hyperfine splitting,
recoil and proton structure…  



MuonicMuonic hydrogenhydrogen Lamb shift and proton radiusLamb shift and proton radius



p p Lamb shift Lamb shift experimentexperiment: : principleprinciple
New 5keV muon beam line at PSI
Muons stopped in H2 gas at low pressure   excited p atoms (n=14) are formed

Laser
tunable
around

=6nm
50THz
206mEV



p p Lamb shift Lamb shift experimentexperiment: : principleprinciple
New 5keV muon beam line at PSI
Muons stopped in H2 gas at low pressure   excited p atoms (n=14) are formed

Laser
tunable
around

=6nm
50THz
206mEV



p p Lamb shift Lamb shift resultresult



Conclusion: what is wrong ? 

- Spectroscopy: Missing element in the QED corrections 
in the bound p system…

- Lepton Scattering:  Need of very precise and very low Q2 data…
- …

The proton, already an old-fashioned objet,
but still embedded in exciting challenges

SkrinkingSkrinking the protonthe protonUNEXPECTED !



DeepDeep InelasticInelastic ScatteringScattering

Parton Distribution Parton Distribution FunctionsFunctions (PDF (x))(PDF (x))
unpolarizedunpolarized =>   High =>   High precisionprecision
polarizedpolarized =>   =>   NucleonNucleon Spin Spin CrisisCrisis Consolidation Consolidation 

More on transverse informationMore on transverse information
momentummomentum:   Transverse  :   Transverse  MomentumMomentum DependentDependent PDFPDF
position:   position:   GeneralizedGeneralized Parton Distributions (GPD) Parton Distributions (GPD) 

=> Exploration in 3D=> Exploration in 3D



ProbingProbing: Lepton: Lepton--nucleonnucleon scatteringscattering

incoherent
DIS(ep e X)    =      

q elastic(eq eq)

Quark parton model (QPM)Quark parton model (QPM)
 Point-like, non-interacting partons

 Collinear to the nucleon movement in 
photon-nucleon collision (longitudinal direction)

 Each parton carries a fraction x of the nucleon
momentum and for the struck parton: x= xB

probablity of finding a quark with a fraction x 
of the nucleon longitudinal momentum

probablity of finding a quark with a momentum
fraction x and spin // to that of the nucleon

The inclusive cross section is described by 4 structure functions:
unpolarized polarized

F1(x   ), F2(x     ),   g1(x  ),  g2(x  )

*
(Q2, xB)

longitudinal size contracted
time dilatation
timehadronization >> time *q interaction

factorisation

DeepDeep InelasticInelastic ScatteringScattering::

 Scaling: observables function of x (at first order)
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incoherent
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q elastic(eq eq)
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 Point-like, non-interacting partons
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timehadronization >> time *q interaction
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ProbingProbing: Lepton: Lepton--nucleonnucleon scatteringscattering

incoherent

DeepDeep InelasticInelastic ScatteringScattering::

DIS(ep e X)    =      
q elastic(eq eq)

The inclusive cross section is described by 4 structure functions:
unpolarized polarized

F1(x   ), F2(x     ),   g1(x  ),  g2(x  ), QQ2        2        , QQ2                                                 2                                                 , QQ2              2              , QQ2 2 

QCD QCD improvedimproved parton model parton model 

 at finite Q2, partons interact
 PDFs and structure functions depend on Q2

 gluons are visible (in the Q2 evolution)  

*
(Q2, xB)

quark PDF      q(x,Q2)                q(x,Q2) 
and gluon PDF       G(x,Q2) from F1 evolution G(x,Q2)  from g1 evolution



p

FF22(x,Q(x,Q22) ) gg11(x,Q(x,Q22) ) ++

Very gentle QCD evolution
Factorisation scale Q2 few GeV2

Still not so well known

PDG
2010



UnpolarizedUnpolarized quark and gluon PDF quark and gluon PDF 

Global fit
on the world data



*
(Q2, xB)

factorisation

UniversalityUniversality of  PDF of  PDF 

Physical cross section  = cross section for partonic process ( *q q  or qq *)   PDFPDF

Factorisation: scheme dependent!

-
Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS) ℓp ℓ’X Drell Yan (DY) p ℓ+ℓ- X



nucleonnucleon spin spin crisiscrisis

q(x)   and   q(x)   and   q= q= 00
11 q(x)q(x)dxdx

G(x)   and   G(x)   and   G= G= 00
11 G(x)G(x)dxdx

Need of longitudinally polarized beam

and longitudinally polarized target



The spin of the The spin of the nucleonnucleon

Naive quark parton model
= uv + dv = 1

½ = ½ ½ = ½ + + G + G + LLzz
qq + + LLzz

gg

QCD: sea quarks and gluons
qs, G

Orbital angular
momentum

Lz
q, Lz

g

= u + d + s       ~  0.6  QCD with s =0  (Ellis-Jaffe)

~  0.12 0.17   EMC (1987)  surprise!   

Note means 0
1 dx



In naive QPM 

General sum rule (OPE)

Neutron decay
gA/gV a3

hyperon decay
3F-D a8

a0 = u+ d+ s
?

measured first 
by EMC in 1987

with

The structure The structure functionfunction gg11 and and itsits first momentfirst moment

a0= 0.12 0.17   surprise!

g1(x) g1(x)

Q2

In naive QPM + SU(3) 



In naive QPM + SU(3) 

General sum rule (OPE)

Neutron decay
gA/gV a3

hyperon decay
3F-D a8

a0 = u+ d+ s
?

measured first 
by EMC in 1987

with

The structure The structure functionfunction gg11 and and itsits first momentfirst moment

a0= 0.12 0.17   surprise!

g1(x) g1(x)

Q2



W. Pauli

N. Bohr

Pauli and Bohr  wondering about a tip 
top toy (1955)

In polarised DIS, one measures a0 flavor singlet axial 
matrix element at Q2

 In the MS renormalisation scheme

a
0 

= ΔΣ
 While in the Adler-Bardeen and JET schemes

(axial anomaly)

a
0 

= ΔΣ – (
s
/2 )nf ΔG

So a large positive value of
ΔG (~3 at Q2=3 GeV2) 
might resolve the spin crisis ?

How to solve the spin crisis?How to solve the spin crisis?



Huge effort during 
the past 20 years

Today: COMPASS, HERMES, RHIC

 new measurements of g1, q
 first measurements of G

July/August 2006



PolarizedPolarized BeamBeam + + PolarizedPolarized Target Target 66LiD(d) and NHLiD(d) and NH33(p) (p) 

elegant and efficient strategy

Compass
spectro



AsymmetryAsymmetry measurementmeasurement

z=Eh/E *

=   D

D depolarization factor
P target polarization
PT target polarization
f dilution factor



Spin Structure Spin Structure FunctionFunction gg11(x,Q(x,Q22))

g1(x)

Using inclusive data

What makes up 
the missing 70%?

 Very precise data

 Only COMPASS for x<0.01 (Q2>1)

 COMPASS Deuteron data
from 1 @ Q2 

a0= = 0.33 0.03 0.05
s+ s=1/3 (a0-a8)

= - 0.08 0.01 0.02



Direct Access to the Gluon polarisation (SIDIS)

p

Measured in  photon-gluon fusion (PGF)

Background
Fraction 
of process

Analyzing power 
calculable at LO and NLO

q

q

*

 q=c   and  q=c   and  charmcharm hadronizationhadronization in in mesonmeson DD00 ((cucu) )  K K 
DetectionDetection of  of  DD00 mesonsmesons
VeryVery clean signal but clean signal but limitedlimited statisticsstatistics

 soit q=soit q=u,d,su,d,s and  q  q and  q  q  hadron1 + hadron2hadron1 + hadron2
DetectionDetection of a of a highhigh ppTT hadron pairhadron pair
PhysicalPhysical background, background, betterbetter describeddescribed atat highhigh QQ22

gluon

2 signatures to 2 signatures to suppresssuppress the background:the background:

ℓp ℓ’ h X



Gluon Polarization: from LO to NLO  

charme

High pT LO

 All All resultsresults compatible compatible withwith avec 0 !    (avec 0 !    (a0= )
 ConfirmedConfirmed by RHIC by RHIC resultsresults in ppin pp

xg =fraction d’impulsion 
du gluon dans le nucléon

Let’s go to measure Lz!



Transverse spin  Transverse spin  
and transverse and transverse momentummomentum

So far the partons were consider collinear to the nucleon movement
in photon-nucleon collision (longitudinal direction),
but what else about the transverse information?



Proton Proton SiversSivers effecteffect in in tranvtranv. . polpol. SIDIS: . SIDIS: ℓp  ℓ’ h X

+

After a long debate
this effect is actually
observed



Observation of large transverse single spin Observation of large transverse single spin asymmetriesasymmetries

p p  +/-/0 +  X
persisting at large energy

CERN Courier, June 2009



and and what’swhat’s nextnext

Focus on transverse structure of the nucleon

Transverse Momentum Dependent TMD PDF
 Study of SIDIS and DY

Transverse size and orbital angular momentum : 
Generalized Parton Distributions (GPDs)
 Study of Exclusive reactions

• COMPASS-II programme (2012-2016)
• Jlab 11 GeV (start in 2014)
• RHIC
• JPARC

• and more future ENC, eRHIC/ELIC, NICA



DeeplyDeeply Virtual Compton Virtual Compton ScatteringScattering

Generalized Partons Distrib.  H( x, ,t )

p ’p’

P’GPDs

* Q²

x+ x-

p
t

x P

y

z

b

x boost

( Px, b )

fromfrom inclusive inclusive reactionsreactions
to exclusive to exclusive reactionsreactions

Observation of the Observation of the NucleonNucleon StructureStructure
in 1 dimension                         in 1+2 dimensionsin 1 dimension                         in 1+2 dimensions

Px

p ’X

DeepDeep InelasticInelastic ScatteringScattering

Q²xB

x

p

γ*

Parton Distribution q ( x )

x boost

x P

z

y

’

(or meson)



From 1D              

to 3D      



 Allow for a unified description of form factors and
parton distributions  
 Allow for transverse transverse imagingimaging ((nucleonnucleon tomographytomography)     )     
and give access to the the quark quark angularangular momentummomentum (through E)

GeneralizedGeneralized Partons Distributions Partons Distributions (H,E,…)(H,E,…)

Tomographic parton images of the nucleon

Impact parameter b

Longitudinal momentum fraction x

x 0.003      x 0.03       x 0.3 



Contributions of DVCS Contributions of DVCS and and BH BH atat EE ==160 160 GeVGeV

θμ’
μ

*

p
Deep VCS Bethe-Heitler

BH BH ddoommiinnaatteess studystudy of of InterferenceInterference DVCS DVCS dominatesdominates

excellent excellent  ReRe TTDVCSDVCS studystudy of of dd DVCSDVCS//dtdt

referencereference yieldyield or  Im Tor  Im TDVCSDVCS
 Transverse ImagingTransverse Imaging

dd |T|TDVCSDVCS||22 + |T+ |TBHBH||22 + + InterferenceInterference TermTerm

Monte-Carlo
Simulation
for COMPASS
set-up with
only ECAL1+2

Missing
DVCS acceptance
without ECAL0



mainly dominated by H(x,H(x, =x, t)=x, t)

Transverse Transverse imaging at imaging at COMPASSCOMPASS

0.65 0.02 fm

H1  PLB659(2008)

1.

0.5

2
r

?
xB

COMPASSCOMPASS

BB(x(xBB)) =  ½ < r=  ½ < r 2 2 ((xxBB) >) > relatedrelated to to ½ < b½ < b 2 2 ((xxBB) >) >

distance between the active quark                                    distance between the active quark
and the center of momentum of spectators and the center of momentum of the nucleon

Impact Impact ParameterParameter RepresentationRepresentation

q(x, bq(x, b ) <) <-->  >  H(x,H(x, =0, t)=0, t)

Transverse size of the Transverse size of the nucleonnucleon

dd DVCSDVCS //ddtt ~~ exp(exp(--BB||tt||))

0.65 = ²/³  0.8



2 2 yearsyears of dataof data
160 GeV muon beam
2.5m LH2 target

global global = 10= 10%%

without any model we can extract B(xB) 
B(xB) =  ½ < r 2 (xB) >

r is the transverse size of the nucleon
AccuracyAccuracy > 2.5 > 2.5 if if αα’ = 0.125 and full ECALS’ = 0.125 and full ECALS

B(xB) = b0 + 2 αα’’ ln(x0/xB)

ansatz at small xB

inspired by 
Regge Phenomenology:

αα’’ slope of Regge traject

Transverse Transverse imaging at imaging at COMPASSCOMPASS
dd DVCSDVCS //ddtt ~~ exp(exp(--BB||tt||))



2012:   we can determine one mean value of B
in the COMPASS kinematic range

DVCS test in 2012DVCS test in 2012

With 1 1 weekweek
Using the 4m long RPD 
+ the 2.5m long LH2 target

1/40 of the complete
statistics

Transverse Transverse imaging at imaging at COMPASSCOMPASS
dd DVCSDVCS //ddtt ~~ exp(exp(--BB||tt||))



the GPD E allows nucleon helicity flip

so it is related to the angular momentum

Ji sum rule:  2Jq = x (Hq (x,ξ,0) +Eq (x,ξ,0) ) dx

The GPD E The GPD E isis the the ‘‘HolyHoly--GrailGrail’ of the GPD ’ of the GPD questquest

t

p p

q q

E

Constrains on the GPD E

-Using a neutron target

-Using a transversely polarized protontarget
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PotentialPotential of of thesethese experimentsexperiments

In the near future

Two main actors
- COMPASS (sea quarks and gluons)

- Jlab (valence domain, 

with a huge luminosity

An important activity
For global fits on the world data
(Mueller, Guidal, Moutarde, …)

AT
p HERMES

model GT

AT
p HERMES

model VGG

An JLab
Model VGG

JHEP06 (2008) 066



Ph. Haegler,  2010

LatticeLattice QCD QCD calculationscalculations



NucleonNucleon Spin Spin isis fun!fun!

Still a long 
and exciting trip


